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INTRODUCTION 
The first pa1eom;ignetic study of Hazelton Group vol- 

canic rocks included three  localities in north-central British 
Columbia, near the <:ahtern margin of the  Intermontane Belt 

included two localities near the western margin of the Inter- 
(Monger and Irving. 1980). A second, more recent study 

montane Belt and a third near the village of  Telkwa (Vandall 
and  Palmer, 1990: Figure 1-18-1). Both studies documented 
stable  normal  and  reversed  polarity magnetirations inter- 

magnetization  at  each  of the six loc;ilitie.s is different. 
preted to be primary  and Early Jurassic. The direction of 

However, within localities  the data  exhibit internally con- 
sistent  directions of magnetization and. although  declina- 
tions vary between  each locality from 227" to  3 S Y ,  inclina- 
tions are well gr0up.d ahout an average of 53" (Vandall and 
Palmer,  1990). B!) comparing  these  results  with  the 
expected  Early  Jurassic  direction  for  North  America, 

that rocks of the Early  Jurassic  Hazelton Group were at 
inclinations were shown  to  be  concordant.  This indicates 

craton as they are now (Vandall and Palmer, 1990). In 
much  the same latitude  relative t o  the North American 

distinctly discordant, suggesting that large-scale block rota- 
contrast,  declinatiotis  for  the Hazelton Group rocks are 

and  relative to  North America (Figure 1-1  8-1 ). One explan- 
tions ahout vertical axes  have occurred  hetween  localities 

ation for these block rotations is that they were generated by 
the  process of accretionary  tectonics which assembled for- 
mer,  discrete Jurasbic island arcs  along the ancient North 
American  margin b!! at least Middle  Jurassic  time. The size 
and  houndary relatimships of these blocks is not yet known, 
and  this  information is critical to the assessment of possible 
rotation mechanism,,. 

graphic  cwerage of paleomagnetic data  to  assess the 
The  purpose of this investigation is to extend the geo- 

implications of the:.e apparent  large-scale hlock rotations 
and  the  apparent lack of latitudinal displacement  relativc to 
North America.  Recent  geochronomelry  and  detailed map- 
ping carried out a r ~ ~ u n d  the Bowser Basin have  advanczd 
the concept that the Hazelton Group represents  several 
volcanic episodes, perhaps related to discrete island arcs 
(e.,?.. Anderson ancl Thorkelson, 1990: Brown and Greig, 
IYYO; Diakow, 19YI); Maclntyre i'/ d.. 10x9). As a conse- 
quence, paleomagnetism is ideally suited I O  providc a quan- 
titative test of paleogeographic  reconstructions  and of tec- 
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tonic  settings of the  Hazelton G r w p  islard arc ,. In addition, 

reversed  polarity which may he chronologic; Ily and st -at- 
Hazelton Group  rocks studied I D  date exhit it pernods of 

poor  record of Early  Jurassic tnagnetic po arity chr(,ns. 
igraphically  constrained in o r k r  to inlprov ; the cunmt 

Establishing polarity zones wou d  provide  a ~owerful tool 
for  stratigraphic  correlation in tt e  Hazelton C roup. 

In this  report we outline  the  initial fieldwo  k, laboratrny 
procedures in progress. preliml-lary re5ults .nd proposed 
follow-up investigations for 199L 

GEOLOGY  AND SAMPILING 
The study  area  lies within n w  hwesteln Stil . i n k ,  apprux- 

imately20kilometreseastofthel7oast13elt(Fgure 1-18~1) .  
Regionally,  the  stratigraphic suc::ession inch  les Paleomic 
limestones  and  island-arc volcii.nic rocks o '  the Stihine 
assemblage, Late  Triassic  and Eirly Jurassic i .land-arc 1,31- 

canic and volcanogenic  rocks 01' the Stuhini  md  Harelton 
groups, and Late Cretaceous to 'Tertiary mol; sse sedin'c:n- 
vary rocks of the  Sustut Group. 7'he Mid<ile to Late Jura;ric 

deposition or to erosion. Late Tr assic, Early , urascic, fvlid- 
Bowser Lake Group is notably ;absent, due t ither to non- 

dle Jurassic  and  Eocene  plutons  intrude all o der units. 

Anderson  and  Thorkelson (19)O) divided the Haze:forl 
In the lskut  River area, 1 0 0  kilometrcs to he southt,ast. 

Group  into  four  formation:;.  The  lower  three - thc: 
volcanogcnic~dominated CJnuk River, Bet1 y Creek 3ntl 
Mount Dilworth formations - arc: overlain by  he upperntost 

well-cxposed  gently  dipping  7:larcian  volc, nic rock:> 01' 
Salmon River  Formation. In !hi: Yehiniko I ake  area, .:he 

Salmon  River  Formation.  Thelr  late Zarly Jurassic : k g :  

intereht in this study  are beliw.:d to be equ valent 11) the 

(Toarcian; Harland e/ ai., 1989) i : j  well constr. ined by L ~ P ~ I  
and  K-Ar geochronometry, ard by mxrofo: sils. f\ lower 
age constraint is provided by an  andesite t1o.Y-breccia ;oI- 
lected at locality IV shown in 1"igure 1 - 1  8-2, which yielded 

communication, 199 I ). An upper age  constra nt is prov ded 
a zircon U-Pb  age of IXSt : !  Ma (M.L.  Esvier, written 

by the "Saffron  pluton" (forme4y Yehiniko Iluton) wllich 

hornblende  and  bioti te  K.Ar  dates of 162:!7 : M I  
intrudes  the  volcanic  rocks  and  yield!  concor(  ,rnt 

(J. Harakal,  written communication, lYY0; L salities I i m d  

contain  Toarcian  ammonite  fragments.  belemnltes, 
11, Figure 1-18-2). Further,  intravolcanic sedi nentary  rock,; 

brachiopods  and  scarce  bivalves  (Localit i 111, Fi::urt: 
1-18-2; H.W. Tipper,  Report J$.X9-HWT, 1919). 
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dipping volcanic rocks, that form a  section over 350 metres 
In August, IYY I ,  part of an  exposure of gently northeast- 

thick, was sampled in a  prominent cirque  at the headwaters 
of Kirk Creek (Figure 1-18-2). Access to the  Kirk Creek 
area was by helicopter from Telegraph Creek, 40 kilometres 
to the  north.  Seven  sites  were sampled in the uppermost 

(Plate 1-18-1; Table 1-18-1: Figure 1-18-3). Drilling  was 
80 metres of the section  along the north face of the cirque 

confined  to the more  massive flow units;  site  lithologies  and 

Table 1-18-1. 
stratigraphic positions are  summarized in Figure 1-1 8-3 and 

The  section  comprises  four  divisions: ( I )  unstudied, 
lowennost  flows  and tuffs, (2) aphyric,  amygdaloidal basalt 

flohs overlain by mauve volcaniclastic  beds, (3) rhyolite, 
and (4) porphyritic  basaltic andesite  flows. Division 2 com- 
prises  a northeastward-thickening wedge of basalt flows 

flows, up to 5 metres thick, are dark brown to faintly 
overlain by an equal thickness of epiclastic tuff beds. The 

maroon with characteristic abundant and large amygdules. 
Maroon flow-top breccia  and  chilled flow-contacts  are  com- 
mon.  The  top half of this division is made up of lhin to 
thick-bedded, poorly sorted  and  friable lithic-lapilli  tuffs, 
that were not suitable  for  drilling.  Lying on these  epiclastic 
rocks is Division 3.  consisting of conspicuous pink to buff- 

tic  rhyolite (Figure 1-18-3: Plates I-18-1 and lbl8-2J.  This 
weathering, hematitic tlow-banded and  flow-folded aphani- 

I St ik in i a  

Figure 1-18-1. Regional  distribution of Harelton  Group  rocks within Stikinia with localities of previous paleomagnetic  studies. 
Localities HIV. H2V. and H3V  are  from  Monger and Irving (1980) and  H4V. HSV. and HhV from  Vandall  and  Palmer (lYY0). Bold 
lines  and  corresponding numbers outline the rotation  relative to the craton.  magnitude in degrees and  sense of block  rotation  since 
original  rock  formation (0 or Nonh is the concordant Early Jurassic datum of no rclative  rotation).  Positive (negative) values  are 
counterclockwise (clockwise). Rotation  is  assumed to he in the  smallest  angle  sense. Block~rotation angles were determined  from  the 
observed  locality  declinations  relative  to  the  expected North American  reference  declination  (Vandall. 1990). Geology  simplified  from 
Wheeler and McFeely (1987). 
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-k 1991 Paleomagnet ic   sample  loca l i ty  
0 1992 IProposed  sample  local i ty 0 U-Pb, K - A r   o r   l o s s i l   a g ?   c o n t - o l  

H9V which arc tar,qeted for sarnpline i n  the I992 field reason. See text for discussion of age control for siles.  Geology n odified  Sro,II 
Figure I-IX-2 Simplified  geologic  setting of thc study area with sample  locality H l V  from this :.tltdy, and locati ~ n s  HXV a, ~1 

Brown el ol. (1991)). 

LOCATION ANI) I.ITHOI.OGIC DATA FROM THE 
S W E N  SAMPLING SITES 

TABLE 1-18.1 

UTM Zunr 09. NADli3. 

Ahhrrviations: Plilg. =~ plagiuclase: pur. = pruphyritic: px. = pyroxene. 
** Siles arc h l e d  in :;riatigraphic scqucncr frmn top t o  hottom. 

unit can be traced  for over 2 k.ilometre: alon ; strike i ~ r  (1 is 
an important local marker: samples f ron  the flow an: CUI- 
rently being  processed fur zirwn U-Pb datir 5. Di\ision 4.. 
dark  grey  plagioclase  and  coarse  pyroxel  e-porphyriti: 
flows with fractures subparallr:l ';o beddlng, f 1 r m  the  resist- 
ant ridge at the top of the sec:ion (Plat,: 1-1 :  ,-3). 

Petrographic  and x-ray diffrxiion dala su,:gest that th: 
Metamorphic grade in  the Kirk Creek area is ow. 

volcanic  rocks have undergone m l y  zeolite f- - '  .les metamor- 
phism (Brown  and Greig, 1990). In a(lditic1, the s a ~ ? p l e  
area is distant  from  the  thermal ':ontact ,mreo  es of younger 
intrusive  bodies which could potentially rest t the primar:f 
magnetization. 

grade and relatively  undefomte:l  character, 1 lese Toar.:ian 
Given  their  well-constrained age. low  metamorphi,: 

volcanic  rocks  are  ideal  ta-gets  for  p;  leomagn:tit: 
investigation. 

METHODS 
At each of the  seven sites, sebszn to ten con s were drilled 

to a depth of about 10 centimetr~i:s, of these, c nly five tcs six 

21 5 Geological Fieldwc'rk 1991,  Paper 1992-1 



i 
Plate 1-18-1. View  to northeast of  the  Kirk  Creek  area  where  the  paleomagnetic sites were sampled. The  Eently 

northeast-dipping Tvdrcian flows sampled are the uppermost 80 metres of the section. 

Toarcian volcanic  racks in the Kirk  Creek  cirque,  illustrat- 
Figure 1-18-3. Schematic  stratigraphic  column for the 

ing  sample  sites. 

2 16 

were recoverable  due  to  the  fractured and sometimes  friable 
outcrop.  Recoverable  cores were  oriented in situ using both 
sun  and magnetic  compasses in order to detect  any  possible 
local  magnetic distortions;  declinations agreed  within  a  few 
degrees.  Basal  flow-contact  and  bedding  attitudes were 
measured at  each site. These  measurements varied some- 
what  due  to  the  irregular  nature of the  flow  bottoms, 
however,  the sequence  as a whole  strikes 300" and dips 20" 
northeast  (Plates 1-18-2 and 1-18-3). 

In the laboratory most  cores were  sliced  into two  speci- 
mens, however,  a  few  provided  only  a single  specimen  due 
to rock fractures. Each specimen's remanent  magnetization 
was analyzed using automated  Schonstedt  SSM  spinner 
magnetometers.  a TSD-I thermal demagnetizer and an SI-4 
static  alternating  field demagnetizer. In addition,  each  speci- 
men's  anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMs) was 
measured using an SI-2  magnetic susceptibility instrument. 
These  measurements  permit the study of possible flow- 
induced  anisotropies of the magnetic  fabric, which may then 
be related to  the measured in  situ flow attitudes. After initial 
measurement of the  natural  remanent  magnetization  and 
AMs,  each specimen  was  subjected to alternating  field and/ 
or  thermal  step  demagnetization  techniques.  Specimens 
were demagnetized at progressively  higher  discrete  alternat- 
ing magnetic  fields and/or  temperatures  between which 
their  remanent  magnetization  was  remeasured.  These 
experiments  isolate  discrete  components of the natural 
remanent  magnetization in order to permit  identification of 
characteristic  stable  remanence  directions of geologic 
significance. 
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Plate 1-11,-?. Vicw t o  northwest of the  gently northeast-dipping  epiclastic beds of Division ?,, that are ,direct1 
o\,erlilin by the massive-weathering rhyalitr flow (Division 3) that was  sampled  here for 11-Ph dating. 

DISCUSSION 

Plate 1-18-3. Vicw tu southeast of the  top of the  section 
(drill site 3 ,  basalt flows  are 3 IO 5 metres  thick with faint 
and irregular colur~nar jointing. Ero4onaI surFdce  repre- 
yents the dip slope. 

Grolo,qicul Fieldnwk 199J. Pupw 1992-1 

exhibit a  small  magnetic anirotrcpy  avenging about 1 . 3  per 
Magnetic  susceptibility dat.3 indicatt: tha these  rork: 

cent. The dominant  anistropy .of magnetic susceptibrlity 
ellipsoid is prolate shaped witk, the axis of m, ximutn n.;tg- 
netic susceptibility  oriented near vertical. It i! unlikl:ly ~lial 
this is a tlow-induced orientation. More likely t i s  related tc 
vertical columnar joint like patterns which re lect  a h i : ? t c q  
of contraction  cooling  and a slrcss regime th it could h;ve 
imparted  the weak vertical linea.ion.  Overall, anisotropy i:, 
weak and  magnetic susceptibilities an: larl e, averaging. 

paleomagnetic  study. 
17X10-~' SI, indicating  the siuilability of th:se rocks for 

tion analysis on 67 per cent of thti collection. I .nalysis 01 al: 
The  following discussion is based on step iemagnet :La- 

specimens subjected to dema;:rletization tec iniques illdi- 
cates that samples  from these T:Ydrcian volc; nic rock,? iirf 
stable  recorders of the  earth's miignetic field, Both  norma' 

predominates.  During  progrewve step der lagnetiratior, 
and  reverse  polarity  magnetizations are prt sent:  revcrsc 

many  specimens  have a norr-lal ma,:neti, comportm 
removed to reveal a higher coercivity and un llocking tcm- 
perature  reversed  direction (Fif;ure I-IX-4). Ir paleomapne- 
tic studies:  coercivity is a  measure of  hJw st .ongly heid 5. 

magnetization is within a  rock at Ihe magnetic lomain legel 
(un)blocking  temperatures are ; I  measure o: the ;unbis:nt 
temperature at which  a  magnetization  ir  a ro .k is acqul;.etl 
(removed). In all specimens  wi'~h mixed-polar !y magnetica. 
tions,  the normal component exhibits  lower cc ercivitie:r  and 

?I7 



unblocking  temperatures,  and is removed  during  step 
demagnetization, yielding  a  reversed end-point  direction. 
Reversed  specimens subjected to thermal step  demagnetiza- 
tions are very stable,  exhibiting  high,  discrete unblocking 
temperatures in the 550" to 65OOC range, indicative of a 
probable primary  magnetization  which  was  acquired during 
cooling of the lava  flows  (Figure 1-18-5). In contrast, nor- 
mal  and mixed-polarity specimens subjected to thermal step 
demagnetization  exhibit  distributed  unblocking  tempera- 
tures  over the  entire 200" to 600°C range  (Figure 1-18-6). 
Commonly,  the  normal  component  is  substantially 
removed,  to yield  a hybrid,  shallow-dipping, reversed direc- 
tion (P.,?. ,  Figure 1-18-6 demagnetization  steps 500" to 
550°C). However, in some  specimens the normal  compo- 
nent is completely  removed, isolating  the  moderately dip- 
ping  reversed  direction (Figure 1-18-4; demagnetization 
steps 10 to 30 mT ). This  demonstrates the lower  stability 
magnetic  character of the  normal  polarity  magnetization  and 
suggests it is a  secondary magnetic overprint. As the  natural 
remanent  direction of the  normal component in many  speci- 

N 

W '  I I I I ' E  

- 
30 

ALTERNATING 
FIELD ( m T )  

tion of a mixed-polarity  specimen  (Site #2) exhibiting the 
Figure 1-18-4. Example of alternating field  demagnetiza- 

complete  removal of a lower  coercivity normal magnetira- 
tion revealing a stable  reversed  direction.  Direction  changes 
above,  intensity  changes  below.  Closed (open) circles  repre- 
sent directions  plotted in the  lower (upper) hemishere of the 
equal-area stereonet. N represents the  natural  remanent 
magnetization  direction (see text). (mT = milliteslas) 
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N 

W -E 

i 
I 
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200 460 600.C 

high unblocking temperature reverse-polarity specimen 
Figure 1-18-5. Example of thermal demagnetization of a 

(Site #5) .  Plotting conventions as in Figure 1-184.  

/?<+ 
ZOVC 

/ 6 0 V C  
:+ 
bN 

mixed-polarity specimen (Site #3) exhibiting distributed 
Figure 1-18-6. Example of thermal  demagnetization of a 

unblocking  temperatures.  Directional  changes  reflect the 
removal of the  normal  magnetization.  Natural  remanent 
magnetization  direction  removed  is  close to the  present 
earth's magnetic  field  direction.  Plotting  conventions as in  
Figure 1-18-4. 
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mens i s  quite steep.  close to the present  earth's magnetic 

component is  a recent Brunhes  overprint.  This  interpretation 
field  direction at this locality, i t  i s  probahle that the normal 

magnetic characters of the normal and reverse magnetim 
wi l l  he  tested by  future experiments.  The uniqucly  different 

tions are equally well  defined by alternating field step 
demagnetization.  Reverse-polarity specimens  are very st21- 
ble, with characterlstically high  coercivities in excess of  

mixed-polarity specimens characteristically  exhihit large 
1 0 0  milliteslas  (Figure 1-18-7). In contrast, normal  or 

directional changes  and lower  distributed  coercivities  (Fig- 
ure 1-18-8). 

magnetization is  well grouped and directed  north-northwest 
Relative  to present horizontal, the  characteristic  reversed 

with an intermedim  inclination. Tilt correction  for the 
northeast-dipping  ;ittitude of the lava f.lows moves the 
north-northwcst  direction  slightly steeper,  and to the north- 
west. By rotating t'le reversed direction  into i ts  antipodal 
normal  polarity posltion, a direct  comparison can  he  made 
*ith the  expected Early Jurassic direction  [declination 341", 

the cratonic reference pole of Vandall and Palmer ( IYYO)] .  
inclination 53" downwards (Figure 1-18-7) calculated  using 

The  inference i s  that  these rocks have  undergone a  very 
large  rotation,  possibly  approaching 180" i n  post-Early 
Jurassic time. This observation i s  cmsistent  with the large 
block rotations  previously  recognized  by  Monger and Irving 
(1980) and  Vandall  and Palmer (1990). However, these 
rocks appear to have  undergone  the  largest documented 
Ha7.elton Group  blnck  rotation. 

As the laboratory  experiments and final analyses  are not 

of the  results,  and tlleir  implications, wi l l  be published at a 
yet  complete, a  morc  detailed discussion  and documentation 

later date. 
As i t  has been  demonstrated  that  these Toarcian  volcanic 

rocks are very  good  magnetic recorders, additional sam- 
pling should he  tnozt fruitful. Plans for the 1992 field season 
include  additional  s.rmpling in the lower  part of the volcanic 
section in the Kirk Creek area, Crocus Mountain  (H8V) and 
Strata  Creek ridge (H9V; Figure I-IR-2). Suitable data from 
each of  these  sections would  provide  important  field tests 
required to asscss scvcral outstanding  questions. I s  the 
reversed direction pre or post-tilting'! I s  this reversed polar- 
i ty  chroc  recognized in each section and  can i t  he accurately 
dated? What i s  the (consistency of these  observations within 
the Yehiniko  Lake urea? Can constraints he placed  on the 

rotated  blocks he recognized  paleomagnetically  and 
size of  individually ~rntated blocks?  Can boundaries between 

geologically?  The answers to these  questions are critical to 
our understanding: of the  accretionary  history o f  the 
Harelton  Group ismland arcs  and  the Intermontane  Belt 
overall. 
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Figure 1-18-7. Example 0 f . d  emating field mT = millh 
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